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AN IMPACT OF FRAUD ON SOCIETY – A LEGAL REVIEW
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ABSTRACT

In the present situation, every human being literate or illiterate knows how the society is functioning. Man is greedy to

create wealth for the future forgetting the neighbours’ essentials. Man became selfish. The goldsmith will never do the job

without smuggling the gold in any form and he gives the name as wastages and implemented in his life as a part of his

routine work for several centuries. Saying something and doing something. This will not happen by oversight but it is

intentional. Man involves in corruption for his private gains and favours somebody to compensate for the same. Sometimes

it is explored or done with extra care and will not get caught in this transaction.

Fraud is intentional to deceive others and the victim will suffer a loss if the fraud achieves the gain. Not only in

India but also in the entire world fraud and corruption are going hand in hand or two faces of the same coin. How the

fraud will take place is explained in this with special attention. Money desire and other ambitions lead to be in fraudulent

activities. How is this fraud done on illegal gains and what will happen to the victim they are not bothered? One person

from Bihar state cheated Karnataka State man belongs to an educational institute in a systematic way and how the victim

will suffer has been explained as a real case study fraud happened on 3rd February 2022.
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